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Editorial
Special section – Uncertain reasoning at FLAIRS 2010
This section includes extended versions of a selection of the best papers presented at the Special Track on Uncertain
Reasoning (UR) and at the General Track, of the Florida Artificial Intelligence Research Society Conference (FLAIRS-23), 2010.
The UR track is the oldest track in the FLAIRS conferences, running annually since 1996; UR’10 was the 15th in the series.
UR’10 brought together researchers working on broad issues related to reasoning under uncertainty.
The papers presented at UR@FLAIRS gave a broad and diverse sample of current work on uncertain reasoning, including
theoretical and applied research based on different paradigms. The UR track chairs selected the best papers presented in this
track, and also invited few relevant and high level papers presented at the General Track of the conference. Authors were
asked to submit extended and updated versions of their papers. These went through a second round of a thorough review
process, resulting in the four articles included in this special section.
The work presented in this special section includes developments on two main topics: modelling and inference in
graphical models; and their interactions. These developments show the importance of the representation for efficiency,
both in terms of memory for storing themodels and the time complexity for probabilistic inference. An overview of the four
papers in this special section follows.
Probabilistic decision graphs (PDGs) represent a factorization of a discrete joint probability distribution using a decision
graph.PDGscanrepresent context specific independencies that arenotefficiently capturedbyconventional graphicalmodels,
and probabilistic inference can be carried out efficiently in the PDG structure. However, until now this representation has
been restricted to discrete variables. Nielsen, Gámez and Salmerón extend PDGs to incorporate discrete and continuous
variables, by assuming a conditional Gaussian joint distribution. They developed efficient inference techniques that can
work with this novel representation, and proved that it is always possible to obtain a PDG with a number of parameters
linear on the size of an equivalent junction tree representing a Bayesian network with conditional Gaussian distribution.
Bayesian Networks (BN) play a key role in the domain of uncertain inference. Torti and Wuillemin propose to consider
structured variables in the network which have a structure similar to the notion of object as in object-oriented models.
Considering this additional notion in a BN leads to redefine the notion of probabilistic inference into structured probabilistic
inference. Torti andWuillemin incorporate typical object oriented concepts suchas thenotionof Class,Attribute andReference
into variables and relations between them. Inference in BNwith structured variables is then redefine through the structured
variable elimination (SVE). SVE is based on the popular algorithm for ground variable elimination. They then refine and
improve the efficiency of structured inference by considering d-separation analysis of the BN. These results bring new
perspectives for producing richer inferences in BN and also built a strong link with the second topic of this special issue:
extended BN with structures helps to have smaller networks which then leads to improve query runtime.
Indexing techniques of Bayesian Networks are critical issues for performing efficient inferences as soon as knowledge
engineers might face large BN. Grant proposes, in the context of conditioning graphs – which are low-level representations
of BNs, differentmethods for improving the indexing stage. He shows that a bidirectional indexing significantly improves the
inference step: the proposed technique mixes a top-down approach (set values and then propagate) with a bottom-up one
(evaluate arcs and then compute values). For each node, according to the overall structure of the network related to that node,
the proposed technique decides which technique is the most efficient. The author shows through extensive experiments
the relevance brought by this technique, and also propose an additional refinement through the notion of update manager
which aims at minimizing the number of index update operations. Combining all these techniques leads to an improvement
of over 40% in the query runtime for BNs.
Conditional probability tables (CPTs) grow exponentially with the number of variables, so a number of different models
have been proposed to reduce this complexity, known as Canonical Models. On of themost generalmodels are Non-impeding
noisy-AND (NIN-AND) trees, that can explicitly express reinforcement, undermining, and their mixture; but are restricted
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to binary causes and effects. In his paper, Yang Xiang generalizes binary NIN-AND tree models to multi-valued effects and
causes. It is shown that the generalized NIN-AND tree models express reinforcement, undermining, and their mixture at
multiple levels, relative to each active value of the effect. Using this representation, the CPTs of discrete Bayesian networks
of arbitrary variables can be specified efficiently.
We appreciate the dedication and professional work of all the reviewers of this special section, and the patience and
guidance of Thierry Denoeux, the Editor in Chief.
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